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Sydney

Your guide to a  
secure financial future.
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Our Mission and Service Offering

Our mission is to partner 
with clients to assist them 
in taking control of their 
finances. We do this by 
providing transparent 
and personalised advice, 
individually tailored to 
meet client’s wealth 
management needs.

We provide clients with tailored professional advice, based on 
comprehensive market knowledge, thorough research and years 
of experience in investment markets. 
We offer clients advice and access to:
• Portfolio construction and asset allocation
• Shares listed on Australian and International stock exchanges
• Establishing and managing self-managed super funds
• Superannuation, retirement and estate planning
• High yielding income strategies
• Portfolio protection strategies
• Margin lending
• Insurance
• Options and derivatives

Research
Advisers are supported by a powerful national and global research team. 
The RBS Morgans research team, in partnership with a network of global 
analysts, has gained national recognition as one of Australia’s leading 
research teams:
• Number one ranked small and mid-cap corporate finance house 

since 2007. (Dealogic) 
• Most awarded investment bank of 2009 and 2010, and in the top 

four for the last six years. (Starmine Thomson Reuters)
• RBS Morgans voted number one Australian research house with 

Australia’s largest equities research coverage.  
(Starmine Thomson Reuters)

• Australia’s largest equities research coverage with approximately 
300 companies, researched by over 50 analysts.
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Our Advisory Process

Our process begins with 
understanding you, your 
current situation and most 
importantly, where you 
want to be.

This process ensures that we are able to build a financial strategy 
that appropriately addresses your needs and goals. Our advisory 
process ensures you receive expert advice from our qualified advisers 
on the establishment, construction and ongoing management of your 
investment portfolio.
As your adviser, we have access to a team of specialists who provide 
research on a regular basis on the latest top-rated investment ideas and 
financial planning strategies. This technical support assists us in tailoring 
our investment recommendations to meet your particular needs.

Overview of current 
financial situation

Assessment of goals 
and objectives

Identification of issues 
and development  

of strategies

Implementation of 
preferred strategy

Investment 
recommendations 

design to match strategy

Ongoing monitoring 
and review of position

Efficient administration 
and reporting service
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Our Investment Philosophy

Our investment approach 
is fundamentally based. 
This style recognises 
that in any investment or 
asset class, there can be 
a valuation range from 
undervalued to overvalued. 
Through proactive portfolio 
management we aim 
to capture this range 
when establishing and 
maintaining a portfolio.

We adhere to well developed principles and methodologies that have 
worked over extended periods of time and during a variety of market 
conditions. We endeavour to outperform the relevant market indices over 
the long term and implement portfolio protection strategies where suitable.
We believe the rigour and analysis that is undertaken as part of our 
selection process sets us apart from our competitors. Our clients gain 
access to the collective experience of a range of our advisers, supported 
by the powerful national and global research team. Our selection 
criteria and analysis represent the collective efforts of a diverse pool of 
experienced professionals, all working to create a portfolio that will suit 
your personal needs and objectives.
There are four main asset classes that are often referred to: cash and 
fixed interest; Australian shares; international shares; and property. How a 
client’s assets are allocated across each class is broadly determined by 
their risk profile and valuation metrics. Over an extended period of time a 
client’s risk profile and subsequent asset allocation provides the largest 
part of the variation in returns amongst different portfolios.
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History

RBS Morgans is Australia’s 
largest full-service retail 
stockbroking and wealth 
management network, with 
more than 350,000 clients 
operating in all states and 
territories.

RBS Morgans Limited has been helping investors for over 30 years. 
While our reputation was established in stockbroking, we now assist 
with all aspects of wealth management.

RBS Morgans Sydney – General Overview
• One of the largest offices in the RBS Morgans network
• Specialists in equities, derivatives, fixed interest,  

portfolio management and financial planning 
• 20+ advisers
• Co-located with the RBS Morgans Sydney Corporate team
• Located at Level 9 RBS Tower, 88 Phillip Street Sydney NSW 2000

Key Clients
• Individuals
• Self Managed Super Funds
• Family offices
• Foundations and Charities
• Corporate Super for small to medium size businesses
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RBS Morgans’ Wealth+ advice and administration service

Wealth+ offers a full 
advice and administration 
service with a variety of 
interim and annual reports 
that simplify and improve 
the management of 
your portfolio.

We recognise that many clients may neither the time nor the inclination to 
manage their portfolios or keep abreast of developments in legislation and 
investment markets.
Wealth+ provides a complete administration service, which can cater for 
the most complicated strategies or investment structures that a client may 
have. Across the RBS Morgans network, Wealth+ manages over 12,000 
clients and in excess of $5.5 billion in funds invested.
The Wealth+ service ensures your adviser can closely monitor investment 
portfolios, manage a tax efficient outcome, and provide a full reporting 
structure to help facilitate investment decisions and investing easier.
Wealth+ is one of the most cost effective providers of this type of service 
in the market place.
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RBS Morgans’ Wealth+ advice and administration service

The key features for you and your accountant of this service include:

You
• A direct point of contact for all your investment 

needs: you have the comfort of knowing that your 
adviser will play a role in the management and 
administration of your portfolio.

• Security: Your investments are held separately 
in your own name or entity and not bulked in a 
custodian account.

• Reduced paperwork: we receive and manage 
documentation relating to all your investments 
(such as share trades, dividend and interest payment 
advices). We can also arrange for term deposits 
across a wide range of major institutions as well as 
faciliate your acceptance of corporate actions.

• Transparent reporting: our service provides you 
with regular reports to help you monitor your portfolio 
valuation and forecast income.

• Hassle free tax statements: we provide a 
comprehensive tax report for the preparation of your 
annual tax statement.

• Assistance with tax: we determine the correct tax 
treatment for the cost base of investments involved in 
complex schemes of arrangement, takeovers, etc.

• 24 hour access to your portfolio: you have 
24-hour online secure web access to your portfolio.

• Access to capital raisings: you receive timely 
information regarding capital raisings (for example, 
IPOs, entitlement offers, etc.), ensuring you will not 
miss out on any investment opportunities.

• Your Wealth+ fees may be tax deductible: for 
most clients, the ongoing portfolio management fees 
are tax deductible.

Accountants
• All of the above and:
• Two points of contact: a partnered team in 

Campbell Harris and Morgan Shipp. 
• Accountant Taxation Summary: Wealth+ 

prepares an annual statement to assist with the 
completion tax returns.

• Supply of a BGL data file: to assist with the 
lodgment of tax returns.

• BankLink: provision of bank account transaction 
details via BankLink.

• One central login: view and monitor all portfolios.
• Portfolio reviews: as required by your client.
• Market updates or focus seminars: presented by 

RBS Morgans.
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Your advisor:  Sample Adviser 
Star Account:  123123 




 


Valuation Summary for Period 
 
 
SAMPLE CLIENT 
Value at 1 July 2010.......................................................................................$502,105.67  
Value at 30 June 2011 ....................................................................................$540,131.85  

Income Summary 
Forecast Annual Income  (4.96% Net Yield) .................................................. $26,814.00  
Income received during the period...................................................................$27,541.72 
Imputation credits received during the period....................................................$8,961.07 
Dividends/Distributions declared but not yet paid .............................................$3,451.07 



ASSET ALLOCATION

AUSTRALIAN EQUITIES

GLOBAL EQUITIES

AUSTRALIAN FIXED INTEREST

CASH

 

 PORTFOLIO VALUE $% OF PORTFOLIO
 Australian Equities 315,730.60 58.45
 Global Equities 6,960.00 1.29
 Australian Fixed Interest 179,033.50 33.15
 Cash 38,407.75 7.11

 Total  540,131.85 100.00 
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Contact Us
(02) 8215 5000
http://www.rbsmorgans.com/sydneylevel9
Level 9 RBS Tower 
88 Phillip Street  
Sydney NSW 2000
GPO Box 4675  
Sydney NSW 2001

Campbell Harris (B.Comm. Banking & Finance) 
Private Client Adviser 
Direct: 02 8215 5092 
Mobile: 0416 596 674 
Fax: 02 9258 8092 
Email: campbell.harris@rbsmorgans.com

Morgan Shipp (BComm, LLB) 
Private Client Adviser 
Direct: 02 8215 5084 
Mobile: 0417 928 618 
Fax: 02 9258 8084 
Email: morgan.shipp@rbsmorgans.com


